
The Flag
Game



Greetings from The Gambia! We 
have sent you a game to play 

called  ‘The Flag’ you will find the 
counters enclosed and  the 

instructions' in this presentation. 
We really have fun playing and we 

hope you do to 



First you need to draw the ‘flag’ to play on, it looks like this 



Each Player needs 3 Counters each to play 



We chalk the game on a table and use bottle tops, shells, fruit seeds, stones –
whatever we can find to use as counters.



The aim of the game is to be the first player to get their 3 counters in a row on the flag 
while the other player try’s to stop you whilst getting their 3 counter’s in a row first



The first player puts their first counter on any point of the flag they want 



The second player then places their first counter on any point they want



The first player then gets to place their second counter down and then the 
second player get’s to do the same



The player’s then put their last counter’s on the grid, it is important to look at 
where the other player has placed their counter as you may need to choose a 

point on the grid that stops them getting their three counter’s in a row 



Each player must then take it turns to move one of their counters on the flag, 
a player can only move their counter to a point that is next to the point their 

counter is on and does not have a counter placed on it already 



If a player’s counter is surrounded by the other’s players counter’s so they 
can’t move, the other player gets to go again



Each player continues to move their counter’s until one player has managed 
to place their three counters in a row and win



You can play between 
yourselves or even have a 
competition, it really is a 

fun game to play :)


